Our readers' searches. #DXLab

- R. V. Abrahams monument
- "Yothu yindi" membership
- gold rush
- biology hsc
- Eye Exercises
- music
- Demosthenes
- The relief of parishes practically considered
- Street, William 1915-1985
- Aggregate intelligence
- Michelle Beets
- Amygdala and neural responses from listening to emotionally intense parts of a story

( The Marksman)
MADE WITH, 
PLAYED WITH, 
REMADE.

Place for experimentation, research and collaboration
MADE WITH,
PLAYED WITH,
REMADE.
Audience first: do it because it matters not because it’s shiny

Design creatively: with data and partners

Don’t over bake: audiences need to connect through simple + meaningful experiences

Innovate: be sure to push the boundaries

Iterate: if something is already built, just improve on it.

Constant prototyping: leave room for others to finish and build upon our experiences
UNSTACKED

A time-based visualisation of materials people are accessing from the State Library of NSW collection.

A PROJECT BY
ELISA LEE & ADAM HINSHAW

FOR
0X:Lab

POWERED BY
STATE LIBRARY
Digital Learning Fellowship
The Anthropological Society of Australasia Survey

This is **Box 4 of MLMSS 7603 / Boxes 4-5**: Survey forms and correspondence received by the Royal Anthropological Society of Australasia regarding Aboriginal place names, 1899-1903. Floating pages have transcribed placenames.

Folder 1

Folder 2

Folder 3
ONE FIG TREE
PLACE FREQUENTED BY EAGLE HAWKS

WILD TURNIP

BREAD FLAT

VISIT DXMLAB.SL.NSW.GOV.AU/MURUVIEW TO EXPLORE FOR YOURSELF
Painting by numbers
EVERY STORY HAS A THREAD.
Weave through collections, traverse the relationships and explore the data.

An experiment with the State Library of NSW
Re-invent the Library Card

*Budget* - no limit  
*Hardware* available - Superfast wifi, beacons, nfc etc  
*Content* updates: every 6 weeks  
*Audience*: broad- primary to elderly

Stack Slip Data Visualisation

*Budget* - 200K  
*Hardware* nfts tracked stack slip over 5 floors-live feed  
*Data* focuses on individual request and shows the movement for the day  
*Audience*: Library users onsite and online
Your book is heading your way now.

Submitted! 15 mins

Your librarian has it on route!

In the stacks

Fun message:

"Your sham just "popped" Captain Cook's galvan"
immersive
AR, VR, MR, Wearables & other emerging technologies

spark festival sydney
Experimenting is important
Prototyping is critical for design thinking
Data is messy and will not always do what you think it will do
Partnerships and collaboration- think differently here
Be prepared to pivot
Tell your audience it’s an experiment
Sketch lots (and in code)
Build upon code- iterate
2 week sprints- often go beyond this
Share your findings, code and data
THANK YOU
dxlab.sl.nsw.gov.au